
AUGUST TO NEWYEARS 2012 THE NEW WORKS TO SHARE......                                                                                                                                                           
......and to all my friends “auguri”  for 2013 
RECORDINGS 

CD Quiet World   (Swansea, Wales.  Ian Holoway)        “Quiet Understandings”,  4 Days in a Piano at 
Reggio Emilia, Italy                                                                 solo improvisations from February 1997       
with a wonderful cover design by Ian on photos of Berty Skuber and Daniel Varela 
LP   Roaratorio   (Minneapolis.  James Lindbloom)          “Gong/Ear: dance-ing” -  #s 1 & 2 of the 
series, in April 1989.  for Claude Cossette & Elisabetta Vittoni.  exceptional cover design by editor James 
Lindblom (a simulacrum of the gong, cut out of real metal). 
 
READABLES 
quoted in Cage and Mao by David Patterson, Julia H. Schröder and Volker Straebel (eds.),                                                                                      
Cage & Consequences (: Wolke Verlag, Hofheim an Taunus) 2012                                                                                                                                                                        
Request for permission to quote Philip Corner in the following essay in the conference proceedings                                                                                 
Cage & Consequences.   »Political« or »Social«? John Cage and the Remolding of Mao Tse-Tung                                                                             
David W. Patterson           As Corner recounts:   »As a result of [the St. Patrick’s Cathedral protest], 
Cage asked us to meet at Dick Higgins’ house on 22nd Street. And we met once a week, having 
read particular material. It was suggested by people in the group that we read certain things, and 
then we discussed it. I remember we did Veblen. James Tenney was a big fan of Wilhelm Reich, 
and I appreciated Reich, too, although Cage couldn’t get with him at all; he was too aggressive. He 
said, ›Why do you make me read that aggressive, nasty man?‹ We went every week to discuss the 
things that we had read, and what a meaningful relationship of our art to these social problems 
would be. I was very touched by John’s integrity in that case.«[1] <cid:A95CD67D-7981-4F89-9469-
FFD1BE14FBC2#_ftn1>                                                                                                                                                              
[1] Philip Corner, telephone interview with the author, February 11, 2003. James Tenney’s slant on these get-
togethers is somewhat different from Corner’s. »In the beginning, it kind of came out of Cage’s ›How to 
Improve the World‹ thing. But it was more specifically stimulated by the publication of Buckminster Fuller’s 
Design Science Decade documents. Cage ordered copies of that whole set for all of us who were involved in 
that group. And we were reading them and getting together and talking about them every week. But in the 
course of those discussions, other things came up as well.« (Tenney, telephone interview with the author). 
Alison Knowles has no recollection of these meetings at all. (Alison Knowles, telephone interview with the 
author, February 17, 2003.) 
A little show in a little gallery in a little town----Carpi (Modena) : Arte-fatti e Ready-mades  (from the 
Catellani collection).                                                                             A nice little catalog. Nothing like 
finding out four years later!----:  in the book LEADERS – Imprese Capitale Umano e Innovazione, 
Edvin Editrice (2008),   one of whose editors is Adolfo Lugli, he of the Carpi Gallery (see above),                                                                                                        
an article by Ilaria Bignotti, Luce-arte-industria, una storia ancora da raccontare (Light-Art-
Industry, a story yet to be told)                                         contains a couple of mentions---plus a 
grand photo of of the 6 meter neon light sculpture Tantric Star of David. 
Due to a publishing delay, the catalog Ben Patterson: Born in the State of FLUX/us   from CAMH – 
Contemporary Arts Museum Houston   2011   has only just come out.   This  ofcourse  precedes the 
publications from Wiesbaden mentioned in my last message, with the same articles by Valerie 
Cassel Oliver and Ben himself.  It also contains CDs of Ben’s music, essentially repeating the Alga 
Marghen issues, in which i performed in the musical works of Ben. 
Gunnar Schmidt: Klavierzerstörungen in Kunst und Popkultur, Berlin: Reimer 2012. Erscheint im 
Dezember 2012   see also WEBSITES   where my “Piano Activities” is elaborated on.                          
And, the EXHIBIT   A very amusing automation of “Piano Activities”  set up in the Kunstmuseum 
Wiesbaden                                                                              can be operated via internet , and 
experienced either live or online (which see).    (I do hope it remains a permanent installation   as the 
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piano is only pretend-destroy.)   On the other hand         the results of the performance-action (the ebony 
stripped down to raw wood) looked so good, cleaned-up       and left onstage for subsequent concerts   that it 
would be a shame if not installed permanently. 
And the resculpted remains of the “Piano Activities” action in Poznan (piano courtesy of Professor Jaroslaw 
Koslowski----or rather of his wife Iwona----which was performed this time not only by us old fluxus hands but 
also students of the UAP) will be placed in their Muzeum, Uniwersytstu Artystycznego.      see also 
WEBSITE 
catalog  Women in Fluxus & other Experimental Tales   of the show at the Palazzo Magnani, Reggio 
Emilia  (ed: Elena Zanichelli).  contains articles by Hannah Higgins (Food: the Raw and the Fluxed ) 
;  Kathy O’Dell (Fluxus Feminus ) ;   Carlo Sala (l’Attività di Francesco Conz, Rosanna Chiessi, Luigi 
Bonotto). 
FILM & VIDEO 
Gallery 360° (Tokyo). a DVD of the RAINBOW DINNER EVENT TO CELEBRATE AY-O’s 81st 
BIRTHDAY   shows my score Buddha’s Flower Sutra   with a realization of it by presenting a 
(rainbow colourd, ofcourse) bouquet. 
Uber Kunst Sprechen,  vol.3    a DVD of interviews,  coproduction Museum Ostwall Dortmund & 
IKS. (by Ralph Goertz)                                Hierin kommen Künstlerinnen und Künstler zur Wort, die mit 
Werken in der Sammlung des Museums Ostwall vertreten sind.                                                                   
In etwa 15-minütigen Gespr.chen sprechen sie über ihre künstlerische Haltung und geben dadurch tiefe 
Einblicke in ihre Arbeits- und Denkweise. 
 And by Hartmut Jahn   Wenn Man Es Versteht, Ist Es Zu Spät (If You Understand It, It Is Too Late) – 
Deutschland 2012 HDCam 60 min……….world premiere showing, Wiesbaden in November.                                                                                                             
A Hartmut Jahn Filmproduktion in co-production with ZDF and collaboration with ARTE     Right now it is not on the net and 
the DVD is not                     for sale because this will be the midlength TV-Version              and 
some rights are not free for DVD-distribution yet.                                                       I am going 
on to finish a 90 Min. long director's cut version having all rights cleared then.                                            
Best, Hartmut 
 
SCORES   sent to Frog Peak Music 
Scientific Method     biology lab graph printouts   waiting for decades                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
finally formulated: the rules for use as a musical score.        I’deal Orchestra     with all the material  
(84 individual parts)  for the Orchestra del Teatro Comunale di Bologna.      Some extra notes 
comment on, and suggest modifications in the score, the first performance in the Basilica of  San 
Petronio, September 28, under the direction of Tonino Battista.                                                        
 (gamelan) UNI-DUA (2=1)   A 1-page “ur-score” (the content perfectly reflects the title)                                                                                                        
plus a number of annotated pages with specifications for various realizations:  keyboard; string 
quartet (or 5);                                    mixed-instrument ensemble; full orchestra; any solo; 
homogeneous group, gamelan, percussion; noises, voice,s.                                       ----not bad 
for 2 notes. 
 
ONLINE 
Revista Experimenta #12  (en espanol)  adds to the “gamelan” scores already published, 
http://experimenta.biz/revistaexperimenta/                                             gamelan COMING & 
GOING  (YENDO Y VINIENDO). ----a piano duet from 1983, with durations counted out-loud.             
The translation of the verbal instruction is supplemented by a “performance score” which makes 
precise the counting coördinations.      Soundfile is the 36 minute performance in 1985 with myself 
and then-student Evan Schwartzman. 
 “At 23 September the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam will open its doors to the public again. For 
this occasion we recently launched a new website which will soon give us the opportunity to share 
our rich collection with audiences      all over the world.   We selected your work to be 

http://experimenta.biz/revistaexperimenta/


part of the first tranche of 7000 works.”       (however, the work is only the LP 
recording of  Piano Work.) 
 
 
 Suprapto Suryodarmo shares a reminiscence with Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen at The 26th 
Annual Body-Mind Centering® Association Conference.  https://bmcassociation.org/files/An 
Improvised Conversation.pdf 
<https://bmcassociation.org/files/An%20Improvised%20Conversation.pdf>   
 
P: You know Philip Corner? Ya, he is American. He came to Java and he also studied Javanese 
gamelan and he made compositions too. Then I asked him – he is American, he is Jewish, “You 
study gamelan – how can you feel it? the quality of Javanese gamelan?” It is nice he answered, 
“There are many spectrums, Prapto. But all is white.” You understand? So, he liked to come to the 
white and then can see and can feel all of the colors. 
 
 
 
about that  automation of “Piano Activities” in the Kunstmuseum Wiesbaden  Gunnar Schmidt has 
posted a short “performance”---or rather, “programation”……. at 
https://plus.google.com/u/0/11315646093430051733/posts 
 
and From:           gschmidt     see also: BOOKS                                                                                                         
Dear Philip,                                                                                                                                                                          
I have built a new website in honour of you and your "Activities". Please have a look at it, if you like. Up to 
now it is only a German version, perhaps we can add an English version* some time in the future.  
http://piano-activities.de/index.html <http://piano-activities.de/index.html>     *I have just made the English 
translation; it is “up”.                                                                                                                  (just 
click on the british flag in the buttonhole!)     
 
          Fluxus klingt!  Sensationelle Quellenfunde zur Geschichte der Fluxus-Bewegung                        
FluxClang!  Sensational uncovered Sources of Fluxus Movement History                                                            
Noch bis vor kurzem war weitgehend unbekannt, dass Tonaufnahmen von den Konzerten der 
legendären                                     Internationalen Festspiele Neuester Musik, die 1962 in 
Wiesbaden stattfanden, existieren. 2011 wurde im                                     Archiv des japanischen 
Musikwissenschaftlers und Dichters Kuniharu Akiyama (1929–1996) ein Tonband                                     
mit Aufnahmen gefunden. Darunter sind zwei Versionen von Philip Corners Piano Acitivities, die an                                                       
unterschiedlichen Abenden der Festspiele im September 1962 im Kunstmuseum Wiesbaden 
aufgeführt                                                       wurden. Beide Aufnahmen dieser 
Klavierzerstörung werden nun zum ersten Mal mit der freundlichen                                                       
Genehmigung des Komponisten auf einer Website vorgestellt.                                                                                                                                                
Until recently tape-recordings of concerts from the legendary International Festival of the Newest 
Music                                     which took place in Wiesbaden in 1962 were thoroughly unknown. 
In 2011 a recorded tape was found in                                     the archives of Kuniharu Akiyama, 
the Japanese musicologist and poet. On them are two versions of                                                       
Philip Corner’s Piano Activities, which was performed on various evenings of the festival in 
September                                                       1962 in the Wiesbaden Art Museum. Both 
recordings of this piano destruction event are presented for the                                     first time 
on a webpage, with the explicit authorization of the composer. 
And a reportage by Artist Organized Art     
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http://artistorganizedart.org/commons/2012/09/fluxus-50-ben-patterson.html which, 
among other things, has a good video of the “new” Piano Activities----great close-ups!                                                                                                           
Ben Patterson says by introducing  “What you have been waiting for for 50 years.”                                                                                                             
and i add “I was not there the first time. Gott sei Dank.”                                                                                                                                                                
The audience is still making a lot of noise.                                                                                                                                                                                                    
And Gunnar Schmidt has just incorporated the video into his site (see above. 
Also, a rather elaborate report on the (2012) Wiesbaden concert---all of it, but---featuring everyone doing 
(“doing in”) my Piano Activities again, and nicely juxtaposed with extracts from the 1962 TV reportage 
 
http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/index.php?display=1&mode=play&obj=32294 
<http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/index.php?display=1&amp;mode=play&amp;obj=32294>  
<http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/index.php?display=1&amp;mode=play&amp;obj=32294>    
 
  
 
AND THE FOLLOWUP-PERFORMANCE IN POZNAN: http://fluxus.uap.edu.pl <http://fluxus.uap.edu.pl/> .                                    
The interviews with the “fluxus” artists participating in the Fluxus Festival at the University of the 
Arts Poznan  (besides myself:  Ann Noël, Eric Andersen, Ben Patterson, Willem de Ridder, Tamas 
St.Auby) for the radio Afera – Plynac z Fluxusem,                   are being put on the website 
www.fluxus.uap.edu.pl <http://www.fluxus.uap.edu.pl>  <http://www.fluxus.uap.edu.pl/>  .     
tomorrow we will put some photos, interviews, and later on also film and information about publication;) 
we will also have a competition in Radio Afera (the same journalist will help us to do it) about fluxus after we'll 
get a fluxus publication, and also we planning to show to the audience and media the film which we produce;)  
- around 16 of november  
 
Greetings to Jaroslaw.  I hope he likes his piano (i mean his wife's.  and how does she like?)  Where will it be 
placed?                                                                                                                                                               
I will tell Jaroslaw;) Iwona, his wife, said that was the best choice she ever did;) We will put into UAP Muzeum 
after some times, untill this time Jarosław will take care of the piano;) 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  announcement on the website of Mimaroglu Music Sales: * 
 alga marghen 
<http://www.mimaroglumusicsales.com/labels/alga+marghe
n.html> (italy) #alga 37.2 lp 

philip corner 
<http://www.mimaroglumusicsales.com/artists/phili
p+corner.html>  “coldwater basin no. 2” one-sided 
long playing record  
august 2012 release ; ... second of the “coldwater basin” pieces by 
fluxus artist philip corner, resuscitated from its meager analogue tape 
existence, issued on deluxe (albeit, one-sided) vinyl ... again, a home 
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recording of water running from a faucet into a sink. new york city, the 
lower east side, sometime in the 60s.                  with bill fontana still on 
microphone.“and i always dreamd of passing an entire night bathed in this… 
it was never long enough”. re-emerging from deep fluxus celebrations in 
this 2012 summer, alga marghen realized that philip corner “coldwater 
basin” lp was instantly sold out. could there be a better decision than 
issuing an alternative version of this masterpiece from the glorious 60s, 
by master of ecstatic music philip corner?   if you fluctuated over sonic 
landscapes with the first version, then “coldwater basin no.2” will knock 
your socks off! more intense than whitehouse, more liquid than your 
wildest dreams.  
 
IT GOES WITHOUT SAYING THAT ALL THE PH.C. RECORDINGS (10 FROM ALGA-M ALONE) IN STOCK REMAIN 
ON THE SITE, WITH ALL THE USUAL INFORMATIVE TEXTS, ENTHUSIASTIC COMMENTS, AND A FEW MINUTES 
OF SAMPLED SOUND.                                                                    *maybe sold-out already  
  
  
 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________
_ 
the catalog of the show ON YOUR FEET!  (UnimediaModern, Genova) is in the form of a disc….. contains my 
first piece of reality portrait: Phœbe’s foot   (1992) 
Do come to Reggio Emilia, visit me, go to my favorite restaurant l’Angelo.  where i have installed on a long-
time basis   framed collages: “Pieces of (tangerine)Reality”. 
 

 

[1] <cid:A95CD67D-7981-4F89-9469-FFD1BE14FBC2#_ftnref>  Philip Corner, telephone interview with the 
author, February 11, 2003. James Tenney’s slant on these get-togethers is somewhat different from Corner’s. 
»In the beginning, it kind of came out of Cage’s ›How to Improve the World‹ thing. But it was more 
specifically stimulated by the publication of Buckminster Fuller’s Design Science Decade documents. Cage 
ordered copies of that whole set for all of us who were involved in that group. And we were reading them and 
getting together and talking about them every week. But in the course of those discussions, other things came 
up as well.« (Tenney, telephone interview with the author). Alison Knowles has no recollection of these 
meetings at all. (Alison Knowles, telephone interview with the author, February 17, 2003.) 
 
Philip Corner 
phphcn@tin.it 
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